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HALL EFFECT IH MOLYBDENITE 

This paper represents an invealigation of some of the electrical pro- 

/ 

parties of n-type molybdenite, lioKg, over the temperalure range from the 

boiling point of liquid nitrogen to the boiling point of water. 

INTRODUCTION 

When a sample of material carrying an electric current is subjected to 

e magnetic field transverse to the current, it is often found experimental¬ 

ly that an electric field will develops transverse to the current. On the 

simplest model one pictures the electrons forming the current as being de¬ 

flected from the longitudinal direction of flow by the magnetic field and 

"piling up" on the edges of the sample, a process that continues until the 

electric field formed thereby counteracts the effect of the magnetic field. 

This so celled Hall affect, first noted in 1879» could be given adequate 

treatment theoretically only after the advent of the bond theory and its 

application to semiconductors.* ** 

On the simple band theory model of electric conduction an electron ia 

not free to assume all energies of o continuum, for certain ranges of energy 

are not considered to be physically valid, and those are not "allowed." An 

energy diagram (see Plots I, for instance) showing energy atateo theoreti¬ 

cally available to electrons in a crystal structure is crossed by bands, 

bands of "allowed" energy values separated by bands of "forbidden" energies. 

The two banda generally demanding the moat attention aro the "valence 

band" which contains the electrons with low energies, pictured os being 

* Older models failed to explain the occurrence of positive Hall coef- 

ficionta. 

**For definitions of symbols used on Plate 1 see p. 9. 



which bound to eto^s of the crystal structure, and the "conduction b&nd," 

centalna electron's thst have gained sufficient energy to break ev/ay from 

the bound sites* In the materials commonly classified ns "semiconductore*1 

the energy gap between these two bands is considered lerge compared to 

ordinary values of kT, oo that at room temperature only G few electrons 

gain sufficient thermal energy to jump the gap, end hence only a few elec- 

tr ns are available for conduction* At lov»* temperatures, therefore, semi¬ 

conductors show high electrical resistance,, with the resistivity decreasing 

as the- temperature rises, a condition quite contrary to normal metallic be¬ 

havior* 

When the semiconducting materiel is formed with a number of atoms of 

another material incorporated into the crystal structure, the above picture 

is modified* Tine "iranurlty!l atoms give rise to new energy states available 

to the electron, and general1y certain states formerly forbidden now become 

allowed• Impurity atoms with more electrons in the valence shell than the 

ordinary atom of the crystal site can lose these electrons rather readily 

or.d hence are known as "donors•* Analogously, impurities with leas than 

the normal number of electrons tend to bind electrons loosely to themselves 

and are consequently called "acceptors.” Vf© now have on the band picture 

(sec Plate I again) n valence band rather widely sene rated from a conduc¬ 

tion band but with two new levels: an acceptor level slightly above the 

valence band <?nd n donor level slightly below the conduction band. It 

becomes possible at moderate temperatures to excite electrons frets the donor 

level into the conduction band and hence to have "impurity conduction" 

where the pure material would show no conduction* A eemicenducting materi¬ 

al having more donors than acceptors is known as n-tyoe, indiceting that 



the impurity conduction is associated with negative particles. 

The magnitude of the Hall effect can be related rather simply to the 

number of electrons occupying levels in the conduction band, and if one 

studien the manner in which this magnitude changes with temperature, one 

cen derive certain information pertaining to the energy levels and impuri¬ 

ty content of the sample. On the other hand, the resistivity of the mate¬ 

riel, which can also bo measured, is a function not only of the number of 

available conduction electrons but also of the eeao with which these elec¬ 

trons move through the crystal, or their mobility. Hall taeaeurements 

coupled with resistivity measurements can thud yield the mobility of the 

electrons. 

EXPERIMENTAL PBOGEDWE 

The apparatus and procedure used in this experiment were of the stand¬ 

ard form for d.c. Hall effect measurements, a schematic circuit diagram being 

depicted on Plate I. The oample of molybdenite wss taken from a natural 

ore occurring at Enterprise, near Kingston, Ontario. Molybdenite cleaves 

into thin sheets of quite pure forat,^- from which a rectangular aoecimen 

cen be cut, ©y spacinen being some three-quarters of a centimeter long, one- 

sixth wide, erd a fraction of n millimeter thick* The specimen wee cut 

BO as to have two appendages on either side, narrow compared to the speci¬ 

men width and long co-t pared to the width of the arm. Those, with suit¬ 

able leads, wero used os probes to measure the Hall o.m.f, and the 

ifrom Dona's System, p.529 (see Ref.l):"Moat [chemical] analyses show 
no other constituents, the Mo and S being, nearly in theoretical propor¬ 
tions. Go has been found spectroscopically 

Ses schematic diagram, Pints I. The dimensions quoted are for the 
central rectangle ‘without the arms. 



resistivity.* The length of the oample wss sufficiently great compared to 

its width to diminish any "short circuiting" effect.**1 Attaching the Hall 

and resistance leads to the ends of the arms leooena the chance of getting 

o x 
spurious results arising from causes such os the Ettingshauoon effect.'~,J All 

contacts to the sample were ©ade with indium solder. Though convenient, 

this method limits the temperature range to below the melting point of the 

solder, which woe about ICO0 G. in this cane. The sample itaelf was soldered 

to a glace plate at one end, the other end being attached to a mica sheet 

underlying the sample except for the one end. This arrangement was intended 

to allow the sample to expand or contract freely with temperature without in¬ 

troducing undue strains. The glees plate won mounted on a glaoo tube through 

which the leoda passed to the rent of the circuit boyond the magnet. The 

plate was then surrounded by a teat tube which sealed the specimen off from 

the atmosphere. It was found that this precaution was sufficient to prevent 

vmter vapor from condensing on the sample-at low temperatures, e factor which 

was thought to cause Irregularities during some of the preliminary measurements. 

One measures in the laboratory two voltage differences. One io between 

two of the arms on opposite sides of the asopie (see Plate I) when the mag¬ 

netic field is applied. This is the Hall voltage. The other is an iB drop 

along the sample without the field. This voltage yields the resistance and 

hence resistivity. The resistance measurements were mode between pairs of arms 

*Soiaa of the. data (Plates II and III) were token with a sample having 

arms for Hell leads but fine resistance lead® soldered directly to the upper 
ourfoce of the sample. 

Hr- & * 

Ratio of 4 to 1* Effect described by Isenberc, Russel 1* &nd Greene, 
Phye. Bev. 74, 1255(A) (19*8). 



opposing orris on either aide of the sample being connected. (See circuit dia¬ 

gram, Piste I.) 'Hie two measured voltages were found to vary so greatly over 

the temperature range employed that it wen convenient to have a variable volt¬ 

age supplj^ for the potentiometer, this wss arranged through the use of n stor 

ege battery as voltage supply end B student potentiometer oa variable resistor 

Temperature measurements were made with a copper-cornitonten thermocouple, 

which wos colibrsted at the boiling point of oxygen, the freezing point of 

carbon dioxide, end the boiling point of water. ?ho thermocouple junction 

was placed in contact with the lerge soldor connection holding tho sample 

to the ales, electrical contact being prevented by a bi"t of very thin, non¬ 

conducting cellophane. The magnetic field was measured using n rotating 

coil with induction motor in conjunction with a Weston fluxmeter. This 

apparatus had boon calibrated previously, using nuclear resonance methods, by 

staff mombere of the nuclear research laboratory. Measurements of the Hall 

Q.'s.f. were made with the magnetic field in each direction, direct and reverse 

BO os to lessen spurious thermal effects.- The golvenometer set-up was found 

initially to be rather sensitive to leakage currents and static charges, but 

this difficulty wos largely removed by the use of Incite insulation. 

The low temperatures vjere attained by putting the test tube containing 

the sample in o Dewar flask which hod e narrow neck for insertion between 

the pole-pieces of the. magnet. Liquid nitrogen was then introduced, a little 

at a time, so that uses our events could be mode as tho temperature cooled from 

room temperature down. After liquid nitrogen temperature was reached, the 

nitrogen was allowed to boil owoy, and tho temperature then rose slowly back 
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to roots temperature. The time required for worming wee eight or nine houro. 

A slower rote of worming ot the low temperatures was attained when desired 

by tho inclusion of a large brass plug ot the bottom of the Dewar to set os 

heat reservoir* Faster variation was attained at warmer temperatures by in¬ 

clusion of a small heater coil operating from a Variac. The temperatures 

above room temperature were reoohed with a water bath and heater coil arrange¬ 

ment, which surrounded the teat tube but could bo inserted between the pole- 

pieces. 

The magnetic field was supplied by an electromagnet operating from etor- 

ego batteries fortified by a generator. The pole-pieces were of four inch 

diameter spaced two inches apart end could deliver up to 7»000 gauss to the 

gap. Moot meosurementa were made with a field of about 6,500 geusa. 

The surface of each sample used was cereftilly explored by Dr. Heaps using 

a small spot of light and looking for a photovoltaic effect. This technique 

will reveal barriers between £ end £-type material, and his failure to find 

any significant barriers indicates that the sample was all of one type. 

RESULTS 

The Hall coefficient, ft, is related to measurable quantities by 

ft = 10® (Vi-V2) t / Hi , 

where jt is the thickness in centimeters, H the magnetic field in gouos, 

the current passing through the sample in amperes, and (Vj-Vg) is the measured 

transverse potential difference in volts. The factor 10® ie duo to the partic¬ 

ular choice of unite, and tho formula assumes that tho direction of the current 

i_, the field H, and the measured potential difference are mutually perpendic¬ 

ular. The resistance is gotten by dividing the measured difference of potential 



for the resistance leads by the current passing through the sample. The re- 

sistivity is gotten from the resistance by appropriate use of the sample di¬ 

mensions, which were, for cample II (see diagram, Plato l)» average length 

between arms .24 cm, overage width .14 era, average thickness ,010 cm* Data 

for Plates II and III were obtained with sample I, the temperature ranging 

from room temperature to the boiling point of water and the points being taken 

only as the temperature varied in the direction indicated by the arrows* 

These data may be considered aa preliminary, but they show that each run seemed 

to introduce changes which cannot be attributed to experimental error nor 

which Bos® to follow any definite trend, oinee the run 4 on the resistance 

curves crosses run 2, and 5 is below 2. This behavior la unexplained except 

to eay the.heat treatment may have introduced chongoa in the structure of the 

materiel* It ie interesting that the changes in the Hall coefficient, which 

io plotted on a rather expended scale (in arbitrary units), ia oraall percent- 

ege-wioe compared to the change in the realstones. Sample I was not iso¬ 

lated from the atmosphere. 

Plates IV and V show measurements made on ssraple II over th© low temper¬ 

ature range and reay again be oonoidersd as preliminary data* The circles 

show points token os the temperature was being lowered, and ore reasonable 

in behavior. The other points ore data taken as the temperature was allowed 

to rise, end my be ooen to be generally lower end more scattered, /it this 

time sample 13 had not been Scaled in the test tube,and it was noted at the 

end of the run that vmter vapor from the air hod condenaed oh the sample. 

Since the difficulty appearing in this run did not occur after the sample 

woa cooled off, the trouble woa attributed to condensation of water on the 

surface of tbs sample. Thio view ia consistent with the fact that the 



realstance was generally lowered toward iha end of the run, a phenomenon which 

one would expect if s conductor were being deposited on tho surface. 

Plates VI and VII, End VIII and IX are tvro runs made on sample II which 

are submitted as valid date. The runs were consistent among themselves, the 

points taken as temperature rose and fell lying along the same curves. The 

points become increasingly difficult to take with confidence as temperature 

was lowered. This difficulty was due in large mecsure to the foci that as 

the resistance become large the galvanometer became progressively lese sensi¬ 

tive to a given unbalance in voltage. Also, this high-sensitivity galvanometer 

(.OOO57 ua/nms) had a correspondingly long period (about 7*5 sec), so that the 
/ 

measurements for a single point extended over a number of seconds. At the 

lowest tempersturos the rate of change of temperature was greatest* so uncer** 

tointies due to this effect became increasingly large. For this reason Hun I 

(Plate VI) was discontinued below temperatures of about 1^5 degrees K, 

although resistance points were taken near the liquid nitrogen temperature. 

Hun II (plates VIII nn6 If) tits unde in a pcmtleul&r effort to get this low 

temperature end. A brass plug of largo heat pspscity was put inside tho Dewar 

to retard heating*- and many points were taken. The scatter is apparent* but 

the linear trend is also quit® convincing* Comparison between Rune I end II 

again shows, particularly for the resistance curves, that some change in the 

crystal structure probably took place, sires the experimental treatment, in 

so far as could be determined, was identical* Hie high temperature end of 

both runs* however, is in agreement. 
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:AinULA?IOB OF PARAMETERS 

TABLE OF HOTATIOK 

n density of electrons in conduction bnnd 

p density of holes in valence bond 

Hjj density of electrons bound to donors 

pe density of holes bound to eccoptora 

H density of donors 

A density of acceptors 

d 2(2iTmk/h: 2) 5/2 T5/2 0-E/kt 

E Ec- E<j 

Ec Energy st bottos of conduction bend 

Ed Energy at donor level 
Eg Feral energy 
Ea Energy at acceptor level 

K 2(2Frak/h2) 5/2 T?/2 

The theoretical expression for the Hall coefficient in the impurity con¬ 

duction range is 

R = Jif / S(-e)n , 1) 

where (-e) is the electron charge. R is negative for conduction principally 

by electrons, as in this experiment, rather than by holes. The -^/8 in a 

factor ’which enters from an averaging process over the electrons* assuming 

essentially that the mem free path is independent of velocity, a valid os- 

sumption for scattering primarily by thermal vibrations of the lattice rather 

than by the impurities* The impurity ocatiering has been ohown^to become 

more important os the temperature is lowered, but it ha a been assumed in 

these calculations that the formula above holds over the whole range employed* 

*The formulae end mathematical considerations of this section follow 
rather closely Shockley's treatment. See Ref* 



The formula 1) also assumes the,.-..semiconductor to be "non-degenerete,” where¬ 

in the states in the conduction bond ere largely empty. The temperatures eta- 

ployed were for above the degeneracy temperature corresponding to the electron 

Hr . 

densities encountered. The formula further assumes that there is conduction 

by only one type of charge carrier (i.e., electrons or holes). The validity 

of this assumption in this experiment is suggested by the lorge values of R 

and the Small values of resistivity ** Using the values of R, gotten from the 

date, n woe calculated for the two runs. These values are indicated by scales 

on the right-hand sides of Pistes VI and VIII. 

The theoretical treatment of this problem applies Fermi-Direc statistics 

to the population of the available energy ate ten. Assuming that only the low 

states in the conduction band are populated end that the energy is e quadratic 

function of the momentum there, we find that the density of quantum states 

per unit energy rohgc is proportional to (E - Ec)^^« He are then load (if 

we consider the 1. io the denominator of the distribution function os negli¬ 

gible, as it proves to be) to on expression for ns 

n 2 afPirttk/h2)^2 ?^2 exp -(Ec-Ef)/kT 

The coefficient 2(2-n'rak/h2)^//^ has the value 4*82 x 10^ if m is assumed to be 

the normal electron mass. The density of electrons bound to donors (i.e., with 

^Ihe usual criteria for non-degeneracy is that the temperature is to be 
much greater than given by T^ = (5/rr)2/3 (h'VSkm) n2'3. This yields a 
T'dop on the orddr of 1°K for the sample used. 

If conduction were by both holes and electrons the formula for H would 
take the fora H z (~3(nb^ - p) / (nb + p)^ where _b ie the ratio of 
electron to hole mobility* 
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the energy of the donor level) is riven by 

nd = 1!   L_,  
d elEd-Ef)/kT + j 

Analogous equations obtain for 5 arc! pa; namely) 

2 ( 2JJfek T/h2 ) c~ ^ ~v 

5) 

*) 

end 

P 0 A 1 

e( ?-f-Ea)A-T + l 

in which the mass? of a hole mny differ from the electron mass but has been 

assumed to be the same for this work* The requirement of electrical neutral¬ 

ity within the crystal demands that the sum of densities of negative charge 

equal the aum of densities of positive charge; namely, 

n+n<i+A*R + p + pa*f 6) 

since a donor or acceptor at an otherwise normal lattice site acts es a 

center of charge* Inserting 2), J), 4), and 5) into 6) and collecting tense 

v;e obtain in a straightforward manner 

n + ■ 
H- 

• ( hf- 
— V :e -(Ef-Ev)/kT 

1 + e -(L‘d-£f)/kT 

* 
Cf Sho -kley, p.466, Ref. 4. 

7) 



Solving 2) for Ef we got 

eSf/kT a n ECAT 6) 

which we can put into 7) to bring it into the form 

t.(l-o-(E=-E»VkT) + 9) 

For the temperature range of this experiment it was assumed that Se-Sv is 

sufficiently greater than kf that we may neglect e**CBc~Ev)AT compared to 1^, 

and that at the lower temperatures* at least* we way. also neglect the term 

in e**(®e*®o)A^. Eq. 9} then simplifies to 

(n + A) £ » L_ , 10) 
(1+ n/d) 

or' 

(n + A)(n + d) = Hd . ** n) 

This can be solved for n in the usual manners 

n s ~(d + A)± [(d»A)2+fr(Kd ~ Ad)] ^ 
2 

12) 

where only the + sign is tenable. Thus 

n = il •Ht) l[i4-MH~A)d]t ^ J ^ 
2 (L. (<3+A)2J J 

A trial fit to the dote showed that we could not neglect a simplifying 

assumption many investigators have been able to employ successfully. 

15) 

* Essentially wo sro neglecting p and p. .in Eq. 4). 
** See Sot, 5* P- 675. ~ 



Rather, it vies necessary to assume that both types of im-.ourity wore present. 

A trial fit also showed d+A to be sufficiently largo that vie were justified 

in expanding the root in aeries and keeping only the first power of , 
(d + Ay*~ 

HO thsi the final equation to bo fitted to the do to. tree 

n = 
d+A 

(S-A) , lM 

which in terras of the activation energy, E, is 

. . (*-A) n - r 15) 

The approximations made concerning the various energy gaps are better the 

lower the temperature, so the theory wss fitted to the data of Run II at the 

lowest temperature.(l/T » .0095)* At this point the curve was fitted for 

value and slope, using as a third condition (for approximate values of E) that 

the curve had aero second derivotive here (i.e., that it viaa s straight line). 

A beat fit woo then obtained by trial and error using values in the vicinity 

of the approximate one. Plate X shows ths comparison between experiment and 

this theory. The values of the quantities involved turned out to be 

E 2.0 x 10“2 ev 

A 5»S x 10^8 CEJ**5 

• H 5.9 x 1018 oa-5 

The value of R-A used in the plotting was actually 

K-A 1*4 x 10
17
 CB“5 . 

The fit is seen to be excellent up to about 185° K, at which temperature the 

theoretical curve begins to fall below the experimental curve. One would expect 

this simplified theory to give low values of n, however, eo the temperature 



becomes sufficient to begin exciting electrons from levels other than the donor 

level. In particular, reference to Eq. 9) will roved that we hove neglected 

T5/2 

n 
Ha) AT 16) 

compered to 1^ in the denominator of the terra containing A,—on approximation 

that was valid at lower temperstures because of the size of (Ec- Ea) compared 

to k? there. If as a next approximation, however, wo retain this ter® as 

small, we find that the difference between the theory we plotted and the 

theory with this second approximation is simply the terra 16) times A. he 

may then suppose the data follows tho theory to this second approximation so 

that the difference between the two plots of Plate X represents tho term 16) 

times A, and solve for (EC-EQ). Solving at the point l/T - .004 for (Ec-Eg) 

yields a value of *5 ®v, t^hich ia reasonable. The point of this argument is 

that it ia not surprising to find the theoretical curve falling bolow the ex¬ 

perimental one et the higher temperatures, and it is felt that the fit dis¬ 

played is quit© adequate. 

The mobility of on electron, u, defined as the overage drift velocity 

per unit electric field, is related to the resistivity,j) , by 

1 = neu , 17) 

or to the Hall coefficient by 

u - JJ, R * 
16) 

ft 
Strictly, the mobility gotten in this manner ia tho Hall mobility, which 

my differ from mobilities obtained by other means. See Shockley, p»209» for 
a discussion of this topic* 
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in which n ia the density of electrons in the conduction bend end £ is the mag¬ 

nitude of the electron charge. Plate XI ahowe the mobility as computed from 

the data of Runs I end II. The hump in tho resistance curve of Run II ia re¬ 

flected more strongly in the mobility ourve and remains unusual and unexplained. 

Also, the two runs are rather well oeparated, again indicating that working with 

the material probably introduced dislocations or structural changes, which de¬ 

creased tho mobility. The dashed line of Plate XI ia a line of slope 5/2. 

Theory claims that at high temperatures where the scattering my be considered 

to be by lattice vibrations alone the mobility has the form* 

us or5/2 , 19) 

ao that the graphs are expected to approach this slope. The data probably 

indicate that ay temperatures were not sufficiently high for the assumption 

implied in 19) to hold} viz., scattering purely by thermal vibrations. 

The final plate (Plate XII) shows a check made with sample II on the 

linearity of the Hall coefficient with aagnetio field and sample current. It 

la seen to be quite satisfactory. 

CQBCLUSION 

This work shows that n-type molybdenite obeys reasonably well the exist¬ 

ing theory of conduction in semiconductors* On the whole, this work coapli- 

A 
wants the work of Mansfield and Selea on p-type molybdenite, although tho 

energy gap between donor and conduction bands needed to fit this data is leas 

than one-fourth of that suggested by them. 

*See Ref, h, p. 277-278. 
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